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Light up your lifestyle
OSRAM has a daring new look for your Golf VI.
Make the switch to the distinctive LEDriving ® XENARC ®
Golf VI headlights that packs the brilliant power of
illumination into a stylish design.

Light is OSRAM

OSRAM | Lighting at its best

LEDriving ® XENARC ® | A unique product experience

Choose the lighting
champion

Upgrade now to LED
and xenon

OSRAM is the world leader in automotive lighting.
Our products represent the highest standards
of quality, power and reliability, but it’s our forwardlooking products that really set us apart. We infuse them with sophisticated design and innovative
engineering work to cater to drivers who value
a modern look and individual styling for their cars.
We have the highlights to satisfy even the most
discerning car owner.

With the new LEDriving® XENARC® for the Golf VI
OSRAM offers a solution for all Golf VI models
not equipped with xenon headlights. It is a full headlight upgrade to combine state-of-the-art LED
daytime running lights, LED position light and LED
turn indicator with powerful xenon lamps.
Brighter, farther, whiter: Compared with standard halogen
headlights, OSRAM’s LED and xenon headlight solution delivers
better illumination for greater distance with a whiter light.
And all that is packed in an eye-catching lighting design that
meets all legal requirements and lets you upgrade your
car without any special training or costly replacement work.

The new LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights are available
in three versions:
—— The trendsetting GTI edition in a high-gloss black finish
picks up the GTI’s stylish red grill stripes in the headlight to
create a seamless look.
—— The sleek CHROME edition features chrome accents
placed inside the headlight around the position light spot
and above the LED turn indicator.
—— The sophisticated BLACK Edition swathes the entire headlight in high-gloss black perfection.

LEDriving ® XENARC ® | Superb performance

LEDriving ® XENARC ® | Superb performance

Creating a new
dimension in lighting
LEDriving® XENARC® Golf VI headlights generate
exceptional luminous intensity in a longer beam
of whiter light. Choose cutting-edge sophistication
for a superb driving experience.

1

Brighter: up to 70% more light*

LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights throw significantly
more light on the road. Powered by xenon technology, the
headlight system generates up to 70 % more light* than
conventional systems. This gives you optimum visibility in
demanding situations.

2

Greater reach: up to 20 m longer light beam*

LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights illuminate the
entire road, including its shoulder. With a light beam
20 meters longer, you can enjoy a more relaxed driving
experience with everything in view.

  up to

20 m

  longer light beam*
  up to

3

Enhanced visibility: up to 40 % whiter light*

LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights generate a light
output of 4200 kelvin for an up to 40 % whiter light*.
This lets you more easily identify shapes, perceive greater
contrast in illuminated objects and read signs with less
effort.

* W hen compared to standard headlights with halogen lamp
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LEDriving ® XENARC ® | Key facts

LEDriving ® XENARC ® | Simple installation

Upgrade now:
safe and legal

A do-it-yourself project!

OSRAM gives car owners a sophisticated solution
to upgrade their Golf VI series cars to xenon
lights that meets all legal requirements and doesn’t
call for any reconstruction work.

Car enthusiasts can easily give their Golf VI a sleek
new look themselves.
Turn the redesign of your car’s lighting system into
a fun DIY project.

No additional outlay for extra parts
Easy plug-and-play installation requires no additional parts, no
retrofitting and no damage to existing cables. There’s no
need to retrofit with automatic leveling or a headlight cleaning
system.
ECE approved
LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights comply with all legal
requirements. The product carries the ECE test seal that is
mandatory for all approved automotive components. This means
car owners don’t have to go through an extra registration
process for their new headlights.

Golf VI with halogen headlights

Golf VI with LEDriving ® XENARC ®
headlights

Two-year OSRAM guarantee
Subject to extensive pretesting, LEDriving ® XENARC ® headlights are a high-quality product that carry a two-year warranty
from OSRAM. Should you, however, identify any defects in
the product, please visit the following website for information
on warranty claims: www.osram.com/am-guarantee

Simple, fast installation
Installing LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights in your own
car is simple and takes two persons around 90 minutes to complete. The headlights come with a detailed installation instruction. You may want to ask someone to help you disassemble the
front apron before you get started on the installation.

A powerhouse of design and performance
—— Packed full of OSRAM innovations, including XENARC ®
ORIGINAL D8S high beam/low beam, OSRAM LED daytime
running lights, positioning lights and OSRAM LED signal
lighting
—— Pixel-free optic thanks to state-of-the-art light guide
technology
—— Up to 70 % more light*
—— Up to 20 m longer light cone*
—— Up to 40 % whiter light*

Support from the experts
After you have completed the installation, we recommend you
ask your auto mechanic to check the light pattern produced
by the headlight. Of course if you prefer, your mechanic would
also be happy to carry out the entire installation.
Further instructions
Only a few steps are involved, and you don’t need special
tools. Simply follow the instructions outlined in our installation
video or download the detailed instructions.
Both can be found here: www.osram.com/ledriving-golf6

* W hen compared to standard headlights with halogen lamp

All you need to know about automotive lighting –
and more
Visit our website for additional information on innovative
OSRAM products and technologies:
www.osram.com/automotive

Visit our blog to stay up-to-date on the latest news
and information on automotive lighting:
www.carlightblog.com
www.facebook.com/osramautomotive
www.youtube.com/osram

For comprehensive information on
LEDriving ® XENARC ® Golf VI headlights,
including videos, downloads and
special campaigns, go to
www.osram.com/ledriving-golf6
or simply scan the QR code.
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